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MOTIVATION

RESULTS

• Multi-omics data provides system-wide molecular snapshot of a patient’s disease or health state
• Its integration, usually factorization or dimensionality reduction methods, are very important for disease
subtyping and downstream analysis like clustering and classification

• iPOP: Neural methods have low correlation with others, most methods’ top factors are correlated, not
much omic “mixing” in the encoded loadings (RNA-dominant), loadings of sVAE are most correlated
with time compared to methods

• New group factor techniques1,2,3 show promising results in heterogeneous data integration
• This provides unprecedented richness in encodings, but there is little to benchmarking or theoretical
guarantees between these algorithms as methods for data integration

DATA
• Datasets were composed of ~600 samples of
multi-omics longitudinal measurements treated as i.i.d.
due to low autocorrelation
- iPOP: 2 viral infection types vs. healthy, 15K features,
diverse: genes, proteins, metabolites, clinical
- TCGA: 4 cancer subtypes, 1300 features,
mostly genomics: genes, mutations, CNVs

• TCGA: Again, neural methods have low correlation with others and most methods’ top factors are
correlated. But here, much more omic “mixing” in the encoded loadings (perhaps since all genomic),
loadings of PCA and ReLU-AE are most correlated with subtypes

• Preprocessing consisted of normalization,
filtering basally-expressed omic measures by
coefficient of variation

METHODS
• Baseline models: linear and ungrouped
factorization methods
- Linear & ungrouped: PCA, FA, linear AE
- Nonlinear & ungrouped: ReLU-activated AE
- Linear & grouped: group FA

• Model of interest: Stacked Variational
Autoencoder (sVAE) with objective: Expectation
[conditional generative model] - KL divergence

• Latent factors for prediction tasks
- Clustering: hinted at transitions between states with # optimal clusters
different from known label set
- Multi-class classification: poor AUROC, suggesting further
preprocessing for stronger signal

CONCLUSIONS
• We proposed and implemented a pipeline for integration on high-dimensional multi-omics data
• Despite poor performance on the prediction tasks on transformed data (factors), we demonstrated utility
of neural group factor representations for future benchmarking through correlation analysis of loadings
• Future Work: Experiment with other methods (Kernel PCA, MDS, UMAP, and other domain SotA:
iCluster), apply to simultaneously clean and heterogeneous datasets with potentially more signal,
further explore theoretical guarantees
- Extend to time-domain (RNN, LSTM, Transformer, etc,), enabling us to derive important insights into
patient trajectories and state spaces on the high-D manifold
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